


Our mission is to help our clients 
achieve financial success and 
secure their future.

We strive to provide high quality investment 
decisions and ensure security and 
the confidence of our clients.
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What is Evola Team

© EvolaTeam LTD

This is a unification of old unshakable principles

successful investment company, modern

technologies and promising token

Modern
technologies

Promising
Token

Principles of a successful
investment company



Our offers

NFT DeFiCrypto gaming

Metaverses TradingHighly profitable 
token

IDO и preIDOIPO



Protecting our clients

At EvolaTeam LTD we place the highest importance on safety 
both the financial assets of our clients and confidentiality 
of their personal data.

We are dedicated to providing complete confidence and 
comfort of our customers and our safety measures designed so 
you can focus on achieving your financial goals, knowing that 
your assets and the data is reliably protected.

We maintain high standards of cyber security and We process 
information in compliance with relevant regulatory requirements.



Benefit for investors

Different areas
of investment

Multi-level
affiliate program

Legal
protection

Real
stable profit

Long-term work 
prospects



Own EVO token

EVO token  — is an internal token released recently, created 
by the Evola Team. According to analytical according to expert 
data and forecasts, in the near future the price one evotoken is 
guaranteed to grow to $10 or more. In the near future we plan to 
connect to popular exchanges points and access to the 
exchange, selling a token as an option of payments in the 
service sector, trade, etc.



How can be used
EVO token?

After purchasing, you can wait a little, and when 
the exchange rate rises, it is profitable to sell and 
make a profit. In addition, it is now possible to pay with 
your tokens at numerous points in the service sector, 
trade, etc., the availability of which we will inform you 
about later.



Account balance replenishment 
and EVO token purchasing methods

Currencies you can use to top up your balance

USDT
TRC20

BTC
Bitcoin

BNB
BEP20

ETH
Ethereum

DASH
Dashcoin

DOGE
Dogecoin

LTC
Litecoin

Minimum 
replenishment amount

$10

Maximum 
replenishment amount

$500.000

Minimum
investment amount

30EVO

Maximum 
investment amount

500.000EVOTo top up with bank cards, please contact 
the Help Desk operator via the link @AndyEvola

https://t.me/AndyEvola


Withdrawing funds 
and selling EVO tokens

Minimal 
withdrawal amount

$10

Time to withdraw funds from the 
personal account to the user’s wallet

In 24 hours

Maximal withdrawal 
amount per operation

$50.000



Offer for investors
We offer a wide range of instruments with different terms and returns, so that every investor can find the optimal solution for your purposes. 

One of the options is to purchase and store EVO tokens and then receive profits in the form of interest charges and 

further sales at a higher price.

Farming

MiningMint profit
Staking



Career growth table
The unique Affiliate loyalty program offered by EvolaTeam LTD provides up to 6 different reward levels. 

Immediately after activating a case totaling 500 EVO, two such levels will become available to you on our website. 

The amount you can receive in affiliate rewards and the number of levels available will depend on your current status.



Career growth table
As you progress through the Affiliate Loyalty Program, you receive a greater number of reward levels and a progressive 

scale of increasing percentage rewards. In addition to affiliate contributions and depending on the status

received, a one-time payment of the EVO bonus is provided.




